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perature and meditation on them and, still more, constant oratory
on them ended by upsetting completely a none too stable mental
balance. When the breach came between Berlin and Bavaria he
saw himself faced with one of those historic moments of which
all fanatics dream. He realized that the Kahrs and the Lossows
were just little local conspirators playing a little local game; he
resolved by a bold individual stroke to force them to co-operate
in the great game. With the promise of support from many of
the members of the "German Fighting Front/' including his early
patron, Captain Roehm, he organized a picked cutting-out force,
forced his way into a monarchist meeting at which Kahr was
speaking, theatrically fired off a revolver at the roof and at the
point of the smoking weapon forced Kahr and Lossow to pledge
their support. He then declared himself President of the German
Reich and as such appointed the pathetic Ludendorff—his fine
brain already giving way—military dictator, and ordered pre-
parations for a march on Berlin such as would make Mussolini's
march on Rome—the approved model for revolutionary reaction
—a thing of minor significance. But Kahr and Lossow had no
intention of risking the scaffold for an adventurer whom with
reason they suspected to be scarcely responsible. On the plea that
a forced oath is not binding, they issued very contrary instructions
and, when Hitler and Ludendorff sought to occupy Munich,
instead of cheering crowds armed police met them. Half a dozen
volleys, a dozen casualties, and it was all over. Ludendorff stayed
hoping to die by a German bullet, but was tamely arrested;
Hitler bolted and was run down a day or two later. The Bavarian
rising of the "Ninth of November" was over. There was no need
for the Central government to move their troops any farther. The
Bavarian reactionaries of all shades had not only had a bad scare,
they felt they had made their whole movement ridiculous; they
offered no more overt resistance to the exceptional powers. Both
the Communist and the Hitlerite parties were declared illegal
and Hitler after a long and silly trial disappeared to meditate
amid the comforts of the fortress of Landshut on the folly of
"illegality." Hitler the rebel had ceased to exist; the heroic period
of National Socialism was already over.

